DIRECTIONS: Identifying Supporting Details Read each main idea. Use your textbook to supply the details that support or explain each main idea.

**MAIN IDEA:** Public accusations and trials followed in the wake of fears of communism and spies.

1. **Detail:** The Red Scare began when Igor Gouzenko defected with documents revealing a Soviet effort to infiltrate organizations and ________________.

2. **Detail:** ________________ is an effort to secretly weaken a society and overthrow its government.

3. **Detail:** Between 1947 and 1951 more than 6 million ________________ were screened for their loyalty to the U.S. government.

4. **Detail:** FBI Director ________________ urged the ________________ to hold public hearings on Communist subversion.

5. **Detail:** People who used their Fifth Amendment rights to protect themselves from self-incrimination were often ________________, meaning they were refused work.

6. **Detail:** The University of California required its faculty members to take ________________ and fired those who refused.

**MAIN IDEA:** Senator Joseph R. McCarthy used the fear of communism to increase his own power and destroy the reputations of many people.

7. **Detail:** Senator McCarthy claimed he had a list with the names of 205 Communists working for the ________________.

8. **Detail:** McCarthy distributed a booklet called ________________, which accused ________________ leaders of corruption and protecting Communists.

9. **Detail:** In 1952, after Republicans won control of Congress, McCarthy became chairman of the ________________.

10. **Detail:** In 1954, the Senate passed a vote of ________________ against McCarthy—one of the most serious criticisms it can level against a Senate member.

**MAIN IDEA:** Obsessed with fear of a nuclear attack, many Americans took steps to protect themselves.

11. **Detail:** To protect themselves from a nuclear bomb, some families built backyard ________________ and stocked them with canned goods.

12. **Detail:** Worries about nuclear war and Communism fed people’s imagination and soon appeared in popular ________________ among other media.